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SOFT TOE-PUFF 
Support of pure cotton
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RIGIDITA’

SOFT RIGIDO

MIN MAX

MIN MAX

MIN MAX

RESILIENCE

Decolleté

Sneakers

Casual shoes

Confort shoes

BENEFITS

Smooth and 
soft touch

Natural effect

Eco-friendly

TECNOSOFT is a material for toe-puffs for shoes on a pure cotton fabric impregnated 
with latex from natural source.

It’s available also with one side coated with adhesive formulated with polymers from 
renewable sources.

TECNOSOFT Thickness* (mm) Cutting Direction

TECNOSOFT 200 0,55 - 0,65

TECNOSOFT 201 0,70 - 0,80

* All thickness values have a natural variation of ± 0,05mm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TECHNICAL DATA

150

100

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The toe puff is applied by a special pneumatic pressing machine, equipped with heated curved plate, timer and 
thermostat.

 
Advisable working conditions: 
- Temperature: 130° - 150°C about. 

- minimum effective interface temperature: 100°C


- Contact time: from 6 to 12 seconds according to the thickness of article. 
There is no binding time as to the lasting period. 
We recommend that you carry out a preliminary test of bonding as the conditions of application may vary depending 
on the characteristics of the upper.


Lasting 
The heat activation of the toe puff and upper is recommended. 
Temperature 100°C from 5 to 15 sec.  

ATTENTION: the application of solvent glue can affect the adhesive present on the sheet, causing detachment. 

MADE WITH RENEWABLE ENERGY.
MADE IN ITALY

This Statement has been released on request, on the 
basis of our best actual knowledge
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